Today in Georgia History
September 12, 1964
Carving resumed Stone Mountain

Vocabulary List

Defiance    Envisioned    Galvanized    Memorial
Potent      Prominent    Proposed     Renowned
Segregated  Supremacy

Glossary

Defiance: noun; a daring or bold resistance to authority or to any opposing force.

Envisioned: verb; to picture mentally, especially some future event or events.

Galvanized: verb; to startle into sudden activity; stimulate.

Memorial: noun; something designed to preserve the memory of a person or event.

Potent: adjective; powerful; mighty.

Prominent: adjective; standing out so as to be seen easily; particularly noticeable.

Proposed: verb; to offer or suggest for consideration, acceptance, or action.

Renowned: adjective; having a widespread, especially good, reputation; famous.

Segregated: adjective; restricted to one group based on racial or ethnic membership.

Supremacy: noun; the highest status or power.